Core training routine
1. v-ups- add weight as the season progresses.
2. Dumbbell leg raises- done lying flat with light weight held
between the ankles.
3. Medicine ball sit ups- done with a partner, upon completing a
sit up you, throw a medicine ball to your partner.
4. Side lift with Plate- done while standing, with arms extended
over head. Slowly, bend from side to side.
5. Delivery lift with dumbbell or plate- stand with feet
shoulder width apart, with a dumbbell in both hands. Holding the
dumbbell near your left thigh, thrust the weight up, out, and across
your body. As you do make sure the right foot turns in the direction of
the thrust.
6. Side bends with Dumbbell- holding a dumbbell in each hand,
bend from side to side.
7. Heavy crunches- can be done with a dumbbell or on a bench
with the bar.

Olympic lifts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

power cleans with dumbbellsDumbbell snatchesoverhead step upsoverhead squatdeadlift- once a week for first 3 weeks
speed cleans- same as power cleans, but with 50% of
previous weight, for 5 reps.
7. plyo box cleans- place a weighted bar on plyo boxes
(about waist high) work on getting the bar to the chest.

Throwers lower body warm up routine
1. v-ups
2. back extension w/ twist
3. rocket jumps
4. leg toss
5. push up toe walk
6. single leg squats
7. wrestlers bridge
8. toe touches
9. pelvic tilt leg crunches
10. prone, elbow stand, single leg raises
11. supine, elbow stand, leg raises
12. prone, hand stand, leg raises
13. supine, hand stand leg raises
14. lateral, elbow stand, single leg raises
**each exercise is done for 20 seconds**

Medicine ball Routine
Medicine ball Routine- will be used to strengthen the athlete’s core (Abs,
hip flexors, etc.). Do one complete circuit of 10-12 reps.
1. Back to Back- a) Trunk Twist, as they pass the ball back and forth.
b) Over /under, take ball from overhead and pass it between their
legs to their partner.
2. Seated Back to Back- same as above, but sitting on the floor with
legs extend outward.
3. North/South- the athletes will be on their backs in an inverted
position. They will pass the ball back and forth as they do they
will touch the ball to the floor. After ten reps they switch sides.
4. Chest Pass- they will use a two handed push to pass the ball back
and forth. The athletes should be approx. ten feet apart. The goal
is to throw the ball back to your partner as quickly as you receive
it. The focus should be on controlling the ball’s speed and
direction.
5. Bounce Pass- a) two handed b) single handed c) against a mini
trampoline.
6. Russian Twist- a) Seated- done from seated position on the floor,
the athlete will twist from side to side, tapping the ball on the
ground beside them.
b) Physio-ball- shoulder blades should rest on the ball. The
athlete, with arms extended, will twist upper torso from side to
side, while trying to keep their lower body still.
7. Underhanded Backward Throws- athlete will squat, drawing ball
between their legs, and jump. As they jump, they throw their
hands over their head. The focus is on getting height and distance
with the throw.
8. Seated side throws- seated, the athlete will throw the ball to a
partner. Focus on follow through as the athlete throws the ball.
Do to both sides.
9. Medicine Ball drops w/ Physio Ball- while athlete lies on a physio
ball with hands in front of his/her chest, a partner will drop the
medicine ball into their hands. The athlete will force the ball
upward for the partner to catch.
10. Overhead Toss on knees-

